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Introduction 

Classical methods of Pontrjagin-Thom [-17] and of Hirsch [7] allow us to 
s of spheres with the bordism group of identify the n-th stable homotopy group zc n 

oriented n-manifolds smoothly immersed into IR n+l. Thus an analysis of the 
selfintersections of such immersed manifolds leads to potentially interesting 
invariants in homotopy theory. 

In this paper we study, as a first example, the homomorphism 

0=0.: n s ~ g  2 

which assigns to every immersion i:M"--*IR "+l the mod2 number of its 
(generic) (n+ 1)-fold points. This homomorphism was also investigated recently 
by Freedman [-5] who conjectured that 0, is the stable Hopf invariant (i.e. 0 n is 
nontrivial precisely when n--0, 1, 3 or 7) and who checked this for n < 3. 

Our results strongly support Freedman's conjecture. 

Theorem A. (i) I f  ~ z  s, fl~rc s with a, b>O, then 

Oa+b(~o/~)=0. 

(ii) Given as~z s, f l~z  s and ?~Tr s such that :~ofl=flo7=O , consider the Toda 
bracket (a, f l , ? )=  +_(?,fi, a )  as a subset o f  7~a+b+c+ Assume O<a<_b+c._ I f  
0 c ( j = 0  or c+1  does not divide a + b + l ,  then 

<+b+c+ 1((~,/~, ~))= {0}. 

Theorem B. I f  n is even and strictly positive, then 0 n -  O. 

An inspection of Toda's tables now gives the following result (use [-18], 
pp. 189, 110, and interchange c~ and ? when necessary). 

Corollary C. I f  n <- 20, n =~ 0, 1, 3 or 7, then O n =- O. 

0025-5874/79/0169/0223/$02.80 
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On the other hand, 0 is the unique ~2-valued epimorphism on the cyclic 
groups Ks0, rc s and K s ([5]; see also our w 2, especially example 2.4, where the case 
n = 7 is included in the discussion). 

We prove Theorem A by straightforward differential topology (in w 1). The 
proof of Theorem B, however, involves the Kahn-Priddy theorem [8] which 
states e.g. that a certain map 

s ( 0<n<q)  fl,: Ks(Pq)-~ K, 

is an epimorphism of 2-primary components. In w we show that 2, can be 
interpreted as "twisted" multiplication with the generator t/~K s. This leads to 
Theorem B, and, more generally, to a description of 0, in terms of the 
selfintersection behavior of certain unoriented codimension-2 immersions in 
IR "+1. As a side result we obtain: 

Theorem D. Every element in the 2-primary part of the framed bordism group of 
arbitrary dimension can be represented by the total space M of a circle bundle 
with structure group 77 2 (acting by a reflection), together with a paralIelisation 
(not just stable framing!) of M which is preserved by the (locally defined) S 1- 
action on M. 

Note that for every natural number r the nontrivial standard r-fol(t cover of 
each fiber determines an r-fold covering map of M over itself which preserves 
the parallelisation up to homotopy. Also, the fiberwise antipodal map on M 
allows us to establish the following variant of a theorem of Brown [3]. 

Corollary E. Every closed framed manifold of dimension n > 0 is framed bordant 
to a parallelised manifold which allows a fixed point free involution preserving the 
parallelisation. 

In [9] it was already shown that parallelised bordism of parallelised mani- 
folds coincides with the corresponding (stably!) framed bordism; this is used 
here to handle the situation away from the prime 2. 

Another immediate consequence of Theorem D is a result of Ray [14]: 
clearly M can be reframed (as the boundary of a disk bundle) to become framed 
bordant to zero. 

The Kahn-Priddy theorem implies also that for every prime p there is 
homomorphism 

KS-  

which is injeetive on the p-primary part of K s (see also [16]). In w 3, on the other 
s among them the hand, we construct many selfintersection invariants on K~, 

"basic" homomorphism 

0p: Ks--* Ks((uzp)*,) 

where (BZS'p denotes the Thorn space of the canonical (p-1)-plane bundle qSp 
over the classifying space of the symmetric group Zp. It is a very interesting 
question whether the Kahn-Priddy theorem can be rephrased in terms of 
selfintersections, and especially, whether 0p is injective on the p-component for 
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every prime p. In particular, this would imply that oriented codimension-1 
immersions into euclidean space are entirely determined, up to bordism, by their 
selfintersection behavior - a possible result which seems to be out of the reach of 
direct geometric methods. One can go one step further and ask: given xErc s and 
a natural number q such that for all p > q Op(x)= 0, can x be represented by an 
immersion without q-tuple points? Also, here is an interesting geometric 
problem: how can one express arbitrary intersection invariants in terms of the 
basic ones? 

A certain invariant 0(2 n) defined in w 3 can be identified with the stable Hopf  
invariant. This leads to the following (equivalent) form of the Freedman's 
conjecture: If N is a closed (not necessarily orientable) manifold of even 
dimension n=2m,  and a (generic) immersion j : N  ~ N  "+2 allows a normal 
nowhere zero vectorfield, then the number of (m+ 1)-tuple points of j equals, 
rood 2, the Euler number of N (which is known to be even except possibly when 
n = 0,2 or 6). 

Finally, in the last section we study the behavior of the selfintersection 
invariants in low dimensions. This is done by means of explicitly constructed 
immersions. We get e.g. the following result which contains some folk theorems 
(cf. [2]) and many of the results of [53. 

Theorem F. a) For any selftransverse immersion i of a closed surface M into 1R 3 
the following integers are equal modulo 2: 

(i) the Euler number of M, 
(ii) the number of  triple points of i, 

(iii) the number of circles in 1R 3 along which i intersects itself in such a way 
that one cannot distinguish globally a "first" sheet and a "second" sheet of i(M), 

(iv) the number of double points of any selftransverse immersion M--~ N 4 
which is regularly homotopic to M & IR 3 ~ 4 .  

Clearly these numbers are all even when M is orientable. 

b) For any selftransverse immersion j of a closed 3-manifold M into ]R 4 the 
following integers are equal modulo 2: 

(i) the Euler number of the surface of double points of j, 
(ii) the number of quadruple points of j, 

(iii) the number of double points of any selftransverse immersion M---~N 6 
which is regularly homotopic to M & IR~ c l R  6. 

Moreover, there exists an oriented 3-manifold immersed into IR 4 such that all 
these numbers are odd. 

It is a pleasure to thank Paul Schweitzer und Duane Randall for many 
interesting conversations; also, I would like to express my gratitude to the 
Mathematics Department of PUC in Rio de Janeiro, to the Brasilian CNPq and 
to the German G M D  for their hospitality and financial support during the time 
when this work developed. 

Conventions. All manifolds, immersions, embeddings etc. will be smooth. Given 
an n-manifold M, the tangent bundle is denoted by T M  and the orientation 
bundle A n T M  by ~t-  The canonical line bundle over real projective space poo is 
written y. 
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Fig. 1. The immersion i*j 

w 1. Proof of Theorem A 

First let us specify the identification between oriented bordism of codimension- 
one immersions and the stable homotopy  of spheres. Given an immersion 
i: M'--+IR "+1, its tangent map induces a monomorphism i,:  TM~-- ,MxlR  "+1 
=IR "+1 whose cokernel is isomorphic to the orientation bundle ~ t  of M. Thus 
if M is oriented, i ,  can be extended to a stable parallelisation TM@IR_~IR "+1 
of M. We identify the resulting framed bordism class, or rather its image under 
the Pontrjagin-Thom construction, with the bordism class of i. 

Next represent ~erc s, flerc s by immersions i: A ~ I R  "+1, j: B --,IR b+l. Since A 
is oriented, the normal bundle v(i) of i is trivial and i extends to an "immersed 
tubular neighborhood" map h: A x 1R b+l ~ I R  ~+b+l. Then clearly i , j ,  defined by 

i , j : A x B  .IdA• 1 h ~IR"+b+l, 

represents _+eo/~ercs+b. (In other words, each normal slice of the immersion 
A--+IRa+bcIR a+b+l can be identified with 1R b+l, and then contains a copy of 
j(B), see Fig. 1.) 

Now let a, b be strictly positive. Since c~o/~ = +_fi o c~, we may assume that 
a<b and hence 2 a < a + b + l .  Then, after a small deformation, the composed 
immersion A--* N o+ 1 c  IR ~ +b+ ~ has only transverse double points, and therefore 
none at all. Similarly, h can be deformed into an embedding h'. Since generically 
j has at most (b + 1)-tuple points, so has h'o (id A x j). Therefore 0a + b(a o fi)= 0. 

Finally let arbitrary elements c~erc s, fie~ s and 7err s be represented by 
codimension-one immersions i , j ,k of manifolds A, B and C. If c~ofi=floT=0, 
then i* j :AxB--+IR "+b+l and j , k :  B x C - ~ I R  b+c+l extend to immersions 
(+: X--* IR ~ +b + i x [0, oo) and ~ : Y--+ IR b +c + 1 x ( -  o% 0] respectively, where e.g. 
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X is a compac t  manifold  with bounda ry  A x B and E+ =( i  * j ) x  Id on a collar A 
x B x [0, 1) c X. The  two resulting bord isms  

d+ * k: X x C - - , P ~  x [0, oo) 

and 

i , #  : A  x Y--->IR a+b+c+l x (--  oo, 0] 

of i , j , k  fit together  to give a smooth  codimens ion-one  immers ion  into 
IR a+b+c+2. It is not  hard  to see that  every element in (c~, fl, 7) can be represented 
this way. 

N o w  deform the composed  immers ions  A - ~ I R a + l c l R  a+b+c+l, B-->IR b+l 
~ I R  b+c+l and C ~ I R  C+1 to (framed) immers ions  i', f ,  k' with transverse 
selfintersections (i.e., wherever  sheets V~ . . . .  V~ meet,  V~ lies t ransverse to 
V 1 r~... r~ V~_ 1)- Then i' , j ' ,  j '  �9 k' and i' , j '  * k' have again transverse selfintersec- 
tions provided the immersed  tubular  ne ighborhood  used in the , - cons t ruc t ion  
are shrunk sufficiently. De fo rm f+ and #_ accordingly to achieve transversali ty.  

Assume  O<a<__b+c. Then i' is an embedding  and the highest order  of  
selfintersection of i' �9 # '  is b + c + 2 < a + b + c + 2. If  the codimension c + 1 of  
E~" X ~ p,++b +~ + 2 does not  divide a + b + c + 2, the highest order  of  selfintersec- 
t ion of #+ will be strictly smaller  than  (a + b  + c +  2)/(c + 1), and hence f~ �9 k' has 
no ( a + b  + c+2) - tup le  point ;  indeed, the tubular  ne ighborhood  of each sheet of  
f~ contr ibutes  at mos t  c +  1 sheets to a selfintersection of f+ * k'. On the other  
hand, consider the case that  a + b + c + 2 = r ( c + l )  for some r~TZ. Then in the 
ne ighborhood  of each r-tuple point  x of  f+ the image of f + ,  k' looks like the 
union 

v- -1  

IR ~ + ~ • k'(  C) x IR ~ . . . .  ~ + ~ 
s = O  

in IR "(~ + 1). Therefore  the n u m b e r  of  (a + b + c + 2)-tuple points  of  f + ,  k' near  X is 
q~ provided k' has q ( c +  1)-tuple points. If  0~(7)=0, then q and q~ are even, and 
hence again 0a + b +c + 1 vanishes on (E+ �9 k' w i' �9 f'_ ) ~ (E+ �9 k w i ,  #_). 

S R e m a r k  1.1. In [4] Cohen  proved  that  every element in the 2-torsion of ~,,  
n =~ 1, 3 or 7, belongs to a higher T o d a  bracket .  Can Theo rem A be sharpened to 
prove  the vanishing par t  of  F reedman ' s  conjecture? 

w 2. The Figure-8 Construction and the Kahn-Priddy Theorem 

It is wel lknown that  the stable h o m o t o p y  group  7cSn(Pq), n < q ,  can be identified 
with unoriented bord i sm of immers ions  i: N "-~ --,IR". This can be seen along 

s (however, note  the different the lines of  our  geometr ic  in terpre ta t ion  of ~n 
dimensions  !). M o r e  details will be given below. 

Start ing f rom such an immers ion  i, we will now construct  a new immers ion  
8 i. Each no rma l  slice of  the composed  immers ion  N n- 1 A+ N n ~ I R , + I  is diffeo- 
morph ic  to a plane v x x IR and hence contains a figure 8, centered at 0 and 
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vertical (i.e. intersecting {0} • IR three times). Because of the invariance of the 
figure - 8  under the 2g2-action on vx, this leads to a global immersion 8 i of the 
unit circle bundle of v ( i ) O N  into IR "+1 (compare with Fig. 1). Since v(i) is 
canonically isomorphic to the orientation bundle IN = A " - i  TN,  we obtain an 
oriented codimension-one immersion into IR "+1. With the previous identifi- 
cations in mind, we have constructed a homomorphism 

S 8, : rcs(p q)--~ re,. 

Note that the obvious composed map s s q s g n -  1 --~ gn (  e )--9" 7~n is just multiplication 
with the generator t /o f  n s. 

On the other hand, each line in 1R q+ 1 defines a reflection and hence a " loop"  
(l]~q+lk) oO, oo)---*(]R_q+lk3og, oo) to which we add the identity loop (by loop 
addition). After a deformation around the basepoint �9 =IR.  (1, 0, 0, ..., 0) of Pq 
we obtain a map ::(Pq,*)-----~(f2q+lS q+l, constant) whose adjoint defines a 
homomorphism 

S fl.: rcs(pq) --' ~,. 

Theorem 2.11. For 0 < n < q the homomorphism 8. coincides with fl. (and hence is 
an epimorphism of 2-primary components by [8]). 

Proof We may assume q as large as we like. Thus, given i: N" -  1 _~ N", pick an 
embedding e: NclRq+l ;  so (i, e): N - ~  IR n x N q+l is again an embedding. Choos- 
ing an (immersed) tubular neighborhood v( i )~IR" of i, we can identify v(i) 
x IR q+l with a neighborhood of (i, e)(N) in ]R n+q+l in the obvious way. 

Now let /sq-1 denote the projective space of {0} x ~_q c JR_ q + 1; note that the 
Thorn space of the canonical line bundle p over/Sq-1 is Pq. Thus a classifying 
map N--~ Pq- 1 of v(/) determines a map v(i) x 1R a+l--~ 7 x IR q+l which extends 
to a map f from Sn+q+l=lR"+q+lu{oo} to the Thorn space of ~X~_ q+l, i.e. 
PqA S q+l. This defines the element in gs(pq) corresponding to the immersion i. 

Composing with the adjoint :*:Pq/xSq+l---~S q+a we obtain the element 
s which we will now describe by an oriented codimension- 2,  [i] = [ :*  o f ]  in n n 

one immersion. We may assume that OelRq+l u {oo} = S  ~+1 is a regular value of 
:* of, and we have to study the framed submanifold (:* of ) -1(0)  in v(i)>< ]R q+l 
CZ ]Rn +q +1 ' 

Given x e N ,  consider : *o f ,  restricted to the slice vx(i)•  q+l (normal to 
(i, e)(N) at (i, e)(x)). For yEv~(i) usually :*o f l { y }  x IR q+l is a loop sum of the 
reflection with respect to the line f(y)~Pq, and of the identity on 1R q+ 1; however, 
if y is very far from 0Ev,(i), i.e. if f ( y )  is close to the base point of Pq, then 
:* o f  ]{y} x ]R q+l is an intermediate stage of the homotopy  between the loop 
sum ( - I d ~ x I d ~ , ) + I d a ~ §  and the constant map into ovsS q+l. It follows that 
( :*  o f ) -  1 (0) ~ Vx(i ) • lR q+ 1 consists of two arcs parallel to the vx-direction, joined 
together at their ends to form a circle. The normal framing is the obvious one 
except around the center of the " lower" arc; as one moves along this arc, the 
normal framing is given by reflections with respect to vectors which rotate from 

1 I am told that Gray obtained this result independently 
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(1,0, ... 0)elR q+l through a unit vector v in the line f((i.e)(x))sff q-1 towards 
( - 1 , 0  . . . .  0). 

Now twist the lower part of our embedded circle by 180 ~ around the axis 
P,(1,0 . . . .  0) in the threedimensional subspace vx(i)xlR-(1 . . . .  0) x lR-v of vx(i) 
x IR q+ 1. (For precise details see the isotopy Theorem 5.2 in [10].) At the end of 
this isotopy the framing is the identity yon {0} x lR q everywhere, and the 
projection from vx(i)x R q+l to vx(i)x R x {0} takes our circle into the (vertical) 
figure-8. This construction is compatible with the ;gz-action on v~(i)=R.v, and 
hence can be performed simultaneously in all normal slices vx x IR q+l, xEN. 

It follows that (f* of) -1(0)  is the total space of the circle bundle of v(i)| 
=~NQN__, and that its figure-8 immersion represents 2 , [ / ] .  This proves Theo- 
rem 2.1. 

S q S At this point we digress to describe the homomorphism 2,  : ~, (P)--~ 7c, in 
terms of the geometric interpretation of stable homotopy by bordism of framed 
manifolds with maps (which is perhaps better known than the immersion 
interpretation). Thus let ze~S(P q) correspond to the bordism class of a framed n- 
dimensional manifold L together with a map f :  L ~  Pq. Let N c L  be the ( n -  1)- 
dimensional zero set of a transverse section of f*(y),  where 7 is the canonical 
line bundle over Pq. After a suitable deformation, the framing of L restricts to a 
trivialization of TLIN which in turn is canonically isomorphic to TNG~N. 
Now let p: M---, N be the unit circle bundle of ~NO1R. Then TM splits into a 
"'horizontal" part (isomorphic to p*(TN)) and the line bundle tangent to the 
fibers (which is isomorphic to p* (IN)). Thus we obtain a parallelization 

TM~-p*(TN @ ~N)'~IR" 

which we can choose to be invariant under the action of S 1 on the fibers. (This 
action is only defined over oriented subsets of N; change of orientations 
corresponds to conjugation in $1.) Then the framed bordism class of M, 
paraUelized this way, corresponds to 2,(z). This is easy to see once one notices 
(and applies fiberwise) that the standard normal vector field of the figure-8 
immersion in the (x, y)-plane never points in the negative y-direction; hence, up 
to homotopy, the resulting stable parallelization of the unit circle comes from 
the invariant vector field on S 1. Theorem D and its corollaries follow im- 
mediately. 

Now we return to our study of immersions. Consider the homomorphism 
0: ~S(poo)_+ 7] 2 defined as follows. Given an element in ~S(p~), represent it by 
an immersion i: N"-  1 ~ R,.  If n + 1 is even, deform the composed immersion 
N ' - 1  & IR" c lR "+ 1 into an immersion i' with transverse selfintersections, and let 

n + l  , i'. 0 [i] denote the mod 2 number of the ~ t u p l e  points of 
If n + 1 is odd, put [i] = O. 

Proposition 2.2. The following diagram commutes 

S co 8, S 
~n (P.~) --'~n 

2g a 
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In particular, if n > 1, then 0 vanishes on the image of the obvious homomorphism 
from zc s_ t into ~S(p~) (which forgets orientations). 

Proof. Each sheet of i' at a selfintersection of i' gives rise to at most two sheets of 
8 i, at the corresponding selfintersection of 8i,. Thus, for n + 1 even, the ((n + 1)/2)- 
tuple points of i' are precisely the (n + 1)-tuple points of 8~,. If n + 1 is odd, 8~, has 
no (n+ 1)-tuple points. Since 0no 8 , [ i ]  is the mod 2 number of (n+l)- tuple 
points of 8r the first statement in our proposition follows. In view of Theorem 

A, (i), the second statement is also clear, since rc n_s 1--~ rcs(P~176 s, ~ ~s is multipli- 

cation with t/sn s. 
The results 2.1 and 2.2 clearly imply the theorem B of the introduction. Also, 

it follows easily from Proposition 2.2. and the examples in section4 that 03 is 
onto. 

The next result leads to a uniform approach to the exceptional dimensions 
n = l ,  3 and 7. 

Proposition 2.3. Let 2 be a line bundle over a closed manifold M of dimension n, let 
p :M--~M be the corresponding double cover, and let N c M  be the (n -1 ) -  
dimensional zero set of a generic smooth section of 2 | ~M(~M = An T M). Given an 
immersion i :M-*]R n+l, the number of (generic) (n+l)-tuple points of 

n + l  . 
iop: M ~ ]R ~+1 equals, mod2, the number of (generic) ~ t u p l e  points of the 

codimension-2 immersion i l N: N ~ IR n + 1. (In particular, if 2 = ~ ,  then O, [i o p] 
= 0 trivially.) 

Proof. Note that ~M==_v(i), and interpret the section of 2 |  v(i)) as 
a line bundle homomorphism h: 2-+ v(i) which is injective outside of N. Now A~t 
is the boundary of the unit disk bundle D(2). Thus hiD(A) provides an immersed 
bordism between the immersions hiM ~ v(i) (whose only double points occur at 
N) and the figure-8 immersion centered at N and "vertical" with respect to the 
normal direction of N in M. Now compose with an immersion of v(i) into IR ~+~ 
as tubular neighborhood of i. The resulting figure-8 immersion is clearly bordant 
to i o p. The arguments of the previous proof now apply to yield our proposition. 

Example 2.4. For n = l ,  3 or 7 the division algebra structure on IR ~+~ (complex, 
quaternionic or Cayley) leads to a parallelization of P" and hence to an 

s immersion i: pn ~ lRn+~. The corresponding immersion S " -*  IR n§ generates n n. 
Moreover, the canonical line bundle over pn allows a section with zero set pn-  
Thus 0n: ~s___~ 77 2 is the unique epimorphism iff i[ P"-1:  P~-1 _~ iRn+~ has an odd 
number of generic ((n + 1)/2)-tuple points. This is satisfied for n = 1 (trivial) and n 
= 3 (see Theorem F and w 4). However, I do not know a proof for n = 7. 

w 3. General Selfintersection Invariants 

s along the lines of In this section we construct many invariants for elements in n ,  
[11]. 

Given integers k, r>_-1, consider a framed immersion i: M ~ IR n+k of a closed 
n-dimensional manifold M. After a small deformation, we may assume that i has 
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only transverse selfintersections. Then the set 

/~r(r) = {(xi, ... , xr)e(M)rli(x 1) . . . .  = i(x~); x~ + x, for s * t} 

forms a closed (n+k-kr)-dimensional submanifold of (M)~=M x ,.. x M on 
which the symmetric group ~r acts freely. We call M(r)=M(r)/X r the r-tuple 
point manifold of i. M(r) is naturally equipped with a classifying map 
g: M(r)--~BY~r of the covering space M(r) over M(r), and with a stable vector 
bundle isomorphism g: r(M(r))�9 g* (k~br)~]R" derived from the obvious framed 
immersion of M(r) into lR"+k; here (br denotes the (r-1)-dimensional vector 
bundle over B2; r which corresponds to the standard 2;r-action on the comple- 
ment of the diagnonal in/RL 

Note that the bordism group of framed codimension-k immersions into ]R "+k 
can again be identified with ~s. Thus the construction above defines a homo- 

s into the bordism group of triples consisting of a closed morphisms from ~, 
(n-k(r-1))-manifold N, a continuous map g: N~BZ~ and a stable isomor- 
phism ~,:TN@g*(k4)~)~-IR". This "normal" bordism group, denoted by 
/2,_k( ~_ 1)(BX~; kr (cf. [9]), is canonically isomorphic, via the Pontrjagin-Thom 
construction, to the stable homotopy group ~S((BEr)k~) of the Thom space of 
k(b~=~b~E~... | factors). Hence the "codimension-k, r-tuple point homomor- 
phism" takes the following form 

~(k).S ~S((B Z,r)k,O. 
r ~n 

If k = 1, we write simply ~ for ~(i). If in addition r equals a prime p, we call ~,  
=Op(i) the basic p-primary selfintersection homomorphism. 

Note that o~k) is only interesting when 1 < r < ~ +  1; otherwise our homomor- 

s (for r = 1) or it vanishes. phism is the identity on ?z, 
Recall from [9], w 9 that a 0-dimensional bordism group of a (reasonable) 

pathconnected space is 7/or  7/2 according to whether the coefficient bundle is 
orientable or not. 

Example 3.1. For n > 0  it follows from [10] that 

o~ f7/z n odd 
~(2,): ~s__~ s P ; nT)= 2g n even 

coincides with the stable Hopf invariant (and hence, by [1], vanishes iff 
n#: 1, 3,7). 

We now compute ~(2")o 8.. Given x~rcS(P~ represent x by an immersion 
N"-~ --* 1R", and define Z(x) in 7/2 or 7/ to be the (mod 2) Euler number of N. 

Proposition 3.2. The following diagram commutes for all n > 0  

8, S oc S 
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In particular, if n ~- 1, 3 or 7, then every closed ( n -  1)-manifold N which immerses 
into IR" must have an even EuIer number. 

(Thus the case N = P  ~ p2 or p6 (see example 2.4.) is quite exceptional.) 

Proof. We need to consider only the case when n is odd, since otherwise 
~{2")o8.---)~-0. Given i : N ' - I - ~ I R  ", we obtain O(z")o 8. [i] by counting the 

8i 
generic double points of 81: S(~NOIR)___ ~ ~ ,+1 clR2,.  For  this purpose deform 

the immersion N" ~ ~ lR"c IR 2" into an embedding, with tubular neighborhood 
(~NOIR)OIR "-a. Note that there is a rather obvious embedding e of S(~N@~ ) 
into (~N| ~N which projects to the figure-8 immersion S(~NOIR ) ---~ ~N G N__. 
Now any generic bundle morphism h: ~N~ IR___ "-1 over N combines with e to 
give a generic immersion into (~NGIR) |  "-1 c lR  2" which is homotopic to 81 
and which has its double points precisely at the zeros of h, The mod 2 number of 
such zeroes equals 

w . _ l  (Hom(~N, ~ . -  1)) IN]  = w,,_ a ((n - 1) ~N) [ N ]  

-= w t (N) ' -  1 IN] 
= w . _ l  (N) VN] 

(since TN (9 ~u is trivial and therefore w(N)= (1 + wl(N))-1). 
It follows that ~(2 ") o 8, [iJ = ){ [i-l. 

Example 3.3. By definition 

.t,(1) _ . S 
0n----gin+ 1 - - I / tn+  1. g . - - - )  Q 0 ( B ~ '  + 1 ,  q ~ n + l ) = T Z 2  �9 

A priori, it is not clear why there should be a simple relation between O, and the 
stable Hopf invariant ~(2 "). Note that by the results 2.1, 2.2 and 3.2, Freedman's 
conjecture is equivalent to the claim that 

0 - X :  rcs(P~) -* 712 for all odd n>0 .  

Example 3.4. Let k be even and let n=km be strictly positive. Then 

~(k) S ~+ 1: re, ---, ~?o(B2m + 1, k ~b,, + 1) = Z 

must obviously vanish. For  k = 2  this proves again the second statement in 
Proposition 2.2. 

Remark 3.5. Note that normal bordism groups into which our selfintersection 
homomorphisms 0~ k) map, can again be interpreted in terms of immersions. E.g. 

u,((BZ2) ) = u , ( P  ) 

takes oriented codimension-1 immersions in IR" + 1 into unoriented codimension- 
1 immersions in IR'. 

Clearly our selfintersection invariants can be generalized to give also a whole 
family of homomorphisms defined on V2,(BZ r, k~,.) etc. So it should be interest- 
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ing to iterate our construction. Especially the unoriented analogues of o~k), tO be 
rcs (po% should be very important, as well as relations among their defined on , ,  ,, 

composites with 02, 8, and ~(**). 

w 4. Low-Dimensional Examples 

In this section we will study our selfintersection invariants ~b~ k) on low-dimen- 
s by means of explicit immersions. We will assume r > 1 through- sional groups 7z, 

out. Also we will use the techniques of E9], w to compute normal bordism 
groups. 

Clearly, for n = 1 or 2 the only non-trivial selfintersection invariant is given 
by the isomorphism 

s is generated by the figure-8 whose inverse is 8, .  To see this, note that ~, 
immersion j:  S 1 ~--~IR 2 o r  by its square j , j .  

Thus let us investigate the case n=3.  First recall that the double cover 
p: S~-*  P~  gives rise to a long exact Gysin sequence (see [14], or also [-9], w 9) 
of normal bordism groups 

p ,  zl 

-..---~ s P*(qT) ' f2m(e~; qT) 

S 
7~ m 

, f2~_ , (P~;  (q+ 1)7)--, ... 

(4.1) 

Here A [N; g: N--~ P~;  g,: TNOg*(qT)~-IR m+q] is represented by the zero set Z 
c N  of a transverse section of the line bundle g*(7), together with the map g]Z 
and the restricted trivialisation of TZ  �9 (g]Z)* ((q + 1) 7) = (TN | g* (q 7))l Z. 

The following result lists all nontrivial selfintersection invariants on rc s. 

Proposition 4.2. In the commutative diagram (up to signs) 

~ noWX4; r 

~ 0 7 1 3 '  --- 

C # ~  - - - - - - ~  (2 ~ (P 27) ~7/4 

"%0 "~(20(P~; 37) ~ ' ~ 7 / 2  

all arrows except ~ 3 and 8, are epimorphisms ; however, the 2-primary component 
of ~3 vanishes. Furthermore 

~t 2 o 8 ,  = 3" (identity on Q2(P~; 7)), and 

8, o ~2 = 3. (projection of rc s onto its 2-primary part). 
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Fig. 2. The first step of the construction of i 

The proof  of this result and of Theorem F is based on the following 
immersion 

i: p 2  :~:(S 1 x S 1) ----~ JR_ 3. 

Decompose the unit circle S cE]R 2 into a small arc A symmetric around e =(1, 0) 
and the remaining arc B. Identify a tubular neighborhood of S in IR 3 with S x D~ 
in the obvious way (D~=e-disk in IRZ). Consider the immersion iB: B x S 1 ~ B  
x D~ which maps {b} x S t into the figure-8 in {b} x D~, bsB, in such a way that 
the vertical axis of the figure-8 rotates by 90 ~ when b moves from b o to b 1 (b 0, b 1 
being the endpoints of B). 

Now use the two immersed rectangles A x {(t, +t)~D~l It[<6}, ~ small, to 
join the first sheet of i B at b o with the second sheet of i n at bl, and vice versa. We 
obtain an immersed surface whose boundary is a circle consisting of the four 
arcs A x {(-t-c5, +_6)}, two horizontal arcs in boxD ~ (namely the figure-8 minus 
the g-neighborhood of b o x0) and likewise two vertical arcs in bl x D~. The 
immersed surface can be extended "outwards"  until the boundary circle is just 
{e} x ~D~, with a collar neighborhood lying in {e} x D~. Join this in the obvious 
way (along [e, bo] x 0D~) to the embedded disk {bo} x D~ and obtain a closed 
surface smoothly immersed into IR 3. It is not hard to see that its Euler number 
is - 1 ,  so that we get an immersion i:P24e(SlxS1)--,IR 3 with transverse 
selfinterseetions. 

The only triple point of i is b o where the disk {bo} x D~ meets the previous 
two sheets. Double points occur at S (no coherent global distinction between 
"first" and "second" sheet possible) and at the figure-8 in {bo} x D  (where the 
original surface ("first sheet") meets the second sheet {bo} x D). In N4 we can 
separate the first and second sheets by lifting them to different x4-1evels. 
However, selfintersections will occur even in 1R 4 at points where to r61e of the 
sheets switches. Thus i, considered as an immersion into 11l 4, can be deformed to 
an immersion i' with precisely one transverse double point. 
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This example shows that the mod 2 invariants listed in Theorem F, a) are 
nontrivial. Since they are additive bordism invariants, and since the unoriented 
bordism group of immersed surfaces rc s (poo) is cyclic of order 8 (see [20], p. 82, 
or [9], w 10), all these invariants give rise to the only epimorphism for 77s to 772, 
and therefore they must coincide. 

Similarly, the invariants listed in Theorem F, b) define 772-valued homomor- 
phisms on the unoriented immersion group ~s(P~)=77 2. Thus the proof of 
Theorem F is complete as soon as we have shown that these 772-invariants are 
nontrivial on the figure-8 immersion in 8~,, belonging to i'. But this follows from 
the fact that the double point manifold of 8z, consists of P2~$1 x S t and of a 
torus. 

This torus arises at the double point of i' in IRe; since we have a product 
situation here, the resulting contribution to Oa [8~,] is the image of t/2ezcs2, i.e. the 
only non-trivial element of order 2 in ns(p~) (recall that t/3=0 in ~zs). The 
contribution of p2 @ S  1 • S 1 is --[i]. Thus [i] is a generator of ~S(poo)=;gs with 
02 ~ 8,[ i ]  =3[i] .  The claims on ~2 ~ 8, and 8, o ~ (and on ~,~) in Proposition 
4.2. follow. So does the claim on ~3, since the triple point manifold of 8~, 
consists of two circles with constant maps into BZ 3 and equal framing data. 

Next use (4.1.) in the special cases (m, q)=(2, 1) and (1, 2) to get the exact 
sequences 

A 
772 --~ s ~, ?) , ~QI(POC; 27) 

~ig s 
and 

A 
77z--" F21(P~176 2?) , f20(P~; 3?); 

~772 

they combine to show that f2t(P~176 27)~774, and that A is onto in both cases. 
Apply the techniques of the proof of Proposition 3.2. to the immersion 8~ to see 
that 0~ z) is onto. This implies also the commutativity up to sign which we 
claimed in 4.2. 

Finally, we compute f2 t (B $3;03). According to [9], Theorem 9.3, there is an 
exact sequence 

6a 
~z2 ~--~ ~I(BZ3; 03)~  ~1(B~3; 03)--' 0, 

where the auxiliary group s~ 1 (BZ3; 63) can easily be identified with 2~ 3 (cf. [9], 
9.21). An element of order 3 or 6 in I21(B~3;03 ) can be obtained as follows. 
Take a loop generating re1 (B773) , project into BX3, and add any trivialization of 
the Whitney sum of TS t and the (orientable) pullback of 63. 

Also, ~, is known to be injective provided we can show that the second 
Stiefel-Whitney class w2(03 ) vanishes. Now consider the exact sequence 

TC 
0 ----~ 7]3 C ~ 3  ~------~ 7],2----~ 0 

and the inclusion z: 772 = ~ 2  c2zg~ 3 . Theorems IV.7.1., IV.11.5. and XI.10.1. of [12] 
imply that H*(B7Zz;292)'~H*(B~3;772); this isomorphism is induced by the 
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map Bz:BZ2--+BZ3, since 7rot os the identity on  7~ 2. On the other hand, 
(Bt)*(~b3) is stably isomorphic to a line bundle. Therefore (B0*(w2(q53)) and 
W2(~3 ) have to vanish. This completes the proof of Proposition 4.2. 
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Note Added in Proof. Brayton Gray informs me that there is considerable overlap between work of 
his and w 2 (as well as theorem D). 


